University of Cambridge Holiday Playscheme Planned Activities: February 2019

Over the holiday there will be a wide variety of planned activities available, shown in the timetable below. If children do not wish to participate in these then there are many other play opportunities available. Some children prefer to play and organise their own games with friends, and there are always other activities on offer such as arts and crafts, sports, rollerblading, board games, construction, den building, woodwork, music, role play, fancy dress, reading, messy play, water play, group games and much, much more! Please note that occasionally activities may change with no prior warning. Activities can also get rather messy so please bring appropriate clothing.

| Monday 18th February | Crab Football  
Cardboard city  
Scented Snow  
Team noughts and crosses | Today we can play an energetic game of crab football and build a city from cardboard. We can have fun with scented snow and play a fast paced quick thinking game of team noughts and crosses. |
| Tuesday 19th February | Bean Bag Bonanza  
T-shirt Placemat  
Catch the Dragon Tail  
Egg Parachute Challenge | Today we can have fun with beanbags in Bean Bag Bonanza, and make our own placemats with old t-shirts. We can play an old Chinese game of Catch the Dragon Tail, and try to save the egg in Egg Parachute challenge. |
| Wednesday 20th February | Wall Ball  
Tug of War  
Falafel  
Rainbows | Today we can we can play a game of Wall Ball, and test our strength in a game of Tug of War. We can get creative in the kitchen making falafel, and make our own rainbows. |
| Thursday 21st February | Kinetic Sand  
Colour Changing Chameleon  
Cops and Robbers  
Woodland Adventure | Today we can experiment with kinetic sand and make a colour changing Chameleon. We can play Cops and Robbers, and explore in a Woodland Adventure. |
| Friday 22nd February | Taste Test Challenge  
Bulldog  
Scavenger Hunt  
Photo Organiser | Today we can challenge our taste buds and play the running game, Bulldog. We can explore and see what we can find in a scavenger hunt and make a photo organiser. |
Your child will need to bring to Playscheme:

- Clothing suitable for messy and water play, and spare clothing to change into when necessary (all items named please)
- Coats for cold or wet days (named please)
- Packed lunch (with cool pack & named)
- Backpack/bag that your child can use for trips
- Water bottles (named)
- Sunscreen

Mobile Phones and Electronic Devices:
For safeguarding purposes, it is UCHP preference that your child does not bring a mobile phone or other electronic device with them to Playscheme. If you want to provide them with a mobile phone then UCHP take no responsibility if it gets damaged. Children must keep their mobile phone in their bag and will only be able to access it for appropriate reasons with permission from the Site Co-ordinator. Children aged 11 and over may sign in an electronic device and keep this in their bag, however, the data roaming on the phone must be turned off. The phone are only to be used in the over 11s room or if special permission has been given.

Contact numbers during Playscheme:
Red team (Chesterton) Site: 07498 045121
Blue Team (St Mary’s) Site: 07794 588405
Playscheme Co-ordinator: 07985 735725
Deputy Co-ordinator: 07377 944519

If your call is urgent and you cannot get through to the venues, please contact the Playscheme Co-ordinator during Playscheme hours.

Please note that occasionally activities are subject to change, with no prior warning.